
Brady’s real-time alerting solution
Know. Analyse. Act.

Brady has pioneered a real-time alerting solution to 
transform your business’ risk management landscape.

 Know  the critical events 
that can impact your 
counterparties faster. 

 View  your 
automated alert 
analysis.

Take rapid  action  to 
protect profits and 
mitigate risks.
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Brady’s alerting solution constantly monitors 
critical data from any system across your 
organisation to inform you about negative 
and positive events instantly, enabling you to 
act promptly. Define the metrics you want to 
automatically monitor and the trigger point or 
threshold to be alerted on.

Brady’s alerting engine uses REST Open APIs 
to monitor data in real-time from any system or 
across systems, whether internal, 3rd party or a 
Brady system: Brady credit risk, energy trading 
systems (ETRM or EDM) and commodity trading 
systems (Fintrade or Trinity).

Examples of key risk measures 
alerted on include: 

Mark to Market, VaR, initial margin, variation margin, settlement exposure, positions, P/L, ratings, 
limit breaches, expected and unexpected losses, trading volume, stop loss, KPI’s, prices, margining 
workflow, exposure momentum, key dates where tasks should be completed

 Address sudden changes  in business 
performance quickly with notification on key 
indicators in real-time
 
 Mitigate financial loss  by reacting promptly to 
negative events such as rating agency downgrades, 
late payments or poor financial results. By knowing 
what’s happening sooner, you can execute 
appropriate credit mitigation processes such as:

Business benefits

stopping trading activity with specific counterparties

requesting additional collateral up front such as a letter 
of credit before further trading is permitted

setting ‘buy only’ or tenor/term restrictions on trading 
in certain products

 Visualise ‘skewed’ portfolio  
concentrations,  where risk is focused 
in declining industries or 
countries

 Identify the best counterparties  to 
conduct more business i.e. those that have 
the most improved or upgraded outlooks 
from rating agencies

 Manage your foreign exchange 
 exposures  to implement appropriate 
funding strategies. 



Custom define alerting scenarios

Select from a wide range of 
pre-configured alerts

You can define your own specific alerting scenarios using 
either single or multiple conditions and combine them to 
form multi-dimensional alerts with escalation workflow:

Brady’s real-time alerting comes pre-configured with all 
of the essential alerts ready. It also has an admin section 
to allow you to create new alerts, edit and manage each 
alert definition. Alerts can be used for all areas of your 
business, here are some examples of Credit Risk alerts 
that can be defined:

Alerts are  intelligently sent  to the specific 
users that need to be informed, via a real-time 
dashboard, email or SMS alert

The  content for each alert can be tailored  using 
a configurable template that allows the specific 
wording and alert content to be defined

 Follow up actions  on the alert can also be defined, 
such as running specific reports or creating 
workflows and these are automatically loaded, 
ready for the user to act upon

 Counterparty status 
(Blocked, Sanctioned, On Watch)

 Diary events  for items that will expire or tasks that 
need attention (Limits, guarantees, agreements, 
LC’s, counterparty reviews etc)

 Credit policy breaches

 Credit requests  (negotiate 
netting agreement, guarantee, 
pre-payment etc)

 Operation alerts  (system 
feeds, jobs)

 Exception alerting  of bad 
trades and bad data

Collateral  notification time 
 warnings  and call letter 
email status

Trading  restriction breaches

 Initial margin  and 
variation margin alerting 
on the LME



Alerting Example - 
Credit Risk

Diary based warnings

Trading restrictions

Overdue payments

Expiring LCs

Expiring netting agreements

Expiring guarantees

Expiring limits (hard/soft/
temporary)

Counterparty reviews

Expiring Insurance

Product violations 
(trades done in 
products not allowed)

Buy only

Tenor violations

Debtor ageing by time

Ratings

Downgrades

Upgrades

Outlook deteriorated

Outlook improved

Status

On Watch

Sanctioned

Bankruptcy

Blocked

Reverse blocked

Limit availability warnings 
(multiple trigger points)

Limit utilisation warnings 
(multiple trigger points)

Soft limit warnings

Counterparties with no 
limit

Counterparties with no 
rating

Excesses

Limit breaches 
ignored for x days

Call letters not sent before 
the notification time

Call letters that had an 
email technical failure

Limit utilisation violations on 
initial margin (Exchanges)

Limit utilisation violations on 
variation margin

Trade exceptions

Batch failures

Interface failures

Counterparty status 
warnings

Limit warnings

Margining Overnight process

Credit policy alerts

Limits that exceed the 
guarantee amount in place

Limits entered that breach 
the max limit allowed for 
a junior credit officer for 
each counterparty credit 
rating

Limits entered that breach 
the max limit allowed for 
a senior credit officer for 
each counterparty credit 
rating

Other near 
real-time alerts
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Define your alerts using combinations of any data types such as dates, prices, 
amounts, percentage thresholds, ratings, classifications and many other identifiers.

https://www.bradytechnologies.com/

